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CERCOS PORTÁTILES TODO EN UNO

NUEVO
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ELECTRIC FENCE SYSTEM D – Portable/Temporary Fencing 

Temporary & Portable Fencing 
Fence Posts

Temporary & Portable Fencing 
Reel and Gate Selection

Reels

Reels are an absolutely essential 
component of your portable electric 
fencing equipment. 

They are designed to hold your wire, braid 
or tape and make it extremely quick and 
easy to roll up your temporary 
cross-fences. 

Gallagher’s geared reel comes with a 
locking device allowing for secure 
attachment to an ATV or fence wire. 
Geared reels also have a 3:1 ratio which 
means for each turn of the handle, the 
bobbin spins three times allowing you to 
wind your wire three times faster with 
each turn of the handle. 

Geared reels are designed to hook the 
spool in place so it does not unravel. 
The hook allows you to hang the reel off 
of your permanent high-tensile electric 
fence.  

An alligator clamp (also called a lead con-
nector) is used to create a good electrical 
connection between the portable electric 
fence and your permanent electric fence.

Use an insulated handle on the far end 
of your portable electric fence so the 
fence is only powered from one side (at 
the geared reel). This ensures that the 
portable fence loses power once you 
disconnect the alligator clamps and 
geared reel so you can roll up the wire 
without getting shocked.  

When rewinding long lengths of poly/
turbo wire, braid and tape, the geared 
reel is a worthwhile, time-saving 
investment.

Portable Fence Posts

When installing a temporary fence, there 
are many durable, portable fence post 
options available.

Many portable fence posts come with a 
step-in feature. At the base of a step-in 
post, there is a footplate that allows you 
to push the post into the ground with your 
foot. This is a convenient feature so you 
won’t need to drop your bundle of posts in 
order to pound them into the ground.

Other factors to consider are visibility, 
durability and the ability to add 
multiple wires for the animal needing to 
be fenced.  Weather also influences 
selection as posts are much more 
difficult to insert into frozen ground. 

Plastic Posts
Plastic step-in posts with built-in foot 
plates are convenient because they have 
pre-molded loops for multiple wires at 
various  heights. Plastic posts are made 
from a heavy duty, UV-resistant polymer 
plastic and have a steel foot spike.

Metal Posts
Metal step-in pigtail posts are also 
available. These posts get their name 
from the curl loop that holds the wire and 
looks similar to a pig’s tail. 

Gallagher’s Ring Top Posts have a very 
high strength plastic head and foot 
coming in both a standard and heavy duty 
model. 

Gallagher’s Ring Top Post while similar to 
the Pigtail, has a ring shaped nylon head 
that prevents wear and reduces tangles. 
The post’s glass reinforced nylon 
footplate is strong and will not bend. 

A Multi-Wire Ring Top Post is also 
available. This product is suitable for 
containing most animals including cattle, 
sheep and goats.

Fiberglass Posts
Fiberglass rods are better for 
situations when the fence is not going to 
be moved as often because these have to 
be pounded into the ground. These rods 
require the use of wire clips or plastic 
insulators that slide on the rod to hold the 
wire in place. 

Rolling Posts
The Tumblewheel enables you to quickly 
and easily roll a fence line to a new 
position. The Tumblewheel’s unique 
center hub maintains power while the 
fence is being moved. It can be used on 
flat very hard and frozen ground. The legs 
remain live except for two legs that are 
on the ground.

Where several breaks are needed in one 
paddock, Tumblewheels are ideal for 
quick and efficient rationing of grass.  We 
recommend spacing at every 66’.

This fence consists of a number of 
electrified ‘wheels’ spaced across the 
pasture. The wheels are held upright with 
the tension of the single line fence which 
passes through the center.

When one or both ends of the fence is 
moved, the wheels roll along. When you 
stop, the fence stops.


